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Abstract—Investigations of the causal involvement of particular
brain areas and interconnections in behavior require an external
stimulation system with reasonable spatio-temporal resolution.
Current transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) technology is
limited to stimulating a single brain area once in a given trial.
Here, we present a feasibility study for a novel TMS system
based on multi-channel reconfigurable coils. With this hardware,
researchers will be able to stimulate multiple brain sites in any
temporal order in a trial. The system employs a wire-mesh coil,
constructed using - and -directional wires. By varying the current direction and/or strength on each wire, we can configure the
proposed mesh-wire coil into a standard loop coil and figure-eight
coil of varying size. This provides maximum flexibility to the
experimenter in that the location and extent of stimulation on
the brain surface can be modified depending on experimental
requirement. Moreover, one can dynamically and automatically
modify the site(s) of stimulation several times within the span of
seconds. By pre-storing various sequences of excitation patterns
inside a control unit, one can explore the effect of dynamic TMS
on behavior, in associative learning, and as rehabilitative therapy.
Here, we present a computer simulation and bench experiments
that show the feasibility of the dynamically-reconfigurable coil.
Index Terms—Electromagnetic modeling, magnetic stimulation,
reconfigurable coil.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OST behaviors arise from complex interactions between distant anatomical areas. These areas receive
neural information asynchronously in time. To investigate
behavior while still maintaining the timing of information that
occurs during real sensory stimulation, an external stimulation
system with reasonable spatio-temporal resolution is needed.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is such a technology
that provides an external stimulus at a single brain site with
high spatial resolution. Transcranical magnetic stimulation uses
the principle of inductance to couple electrical energy across
the scalp and skull without the pain of direct percutaneous
electrical stimulation. That is to say, a time-varying magnetic field can generate induced currents within a conducting
medium, such as human nervous tissue or muscle. TMS involves placing a small coil or coils of wire on the scalp and
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passing a powerful and rapidly changing current pulse through
it [1]. This produces a magnetic field, which passes relatively
unimpeded through skin, scalp, and skull, and is tolerated well
by most humans. This magnetic field induces a weak electrical
current in the brain. The strength of the induced current is a
function of the rate of change of the magnetic field as well
as of the conductivity of the medium. The induced current
may depolarize or hyperpolarize the underlying population
of neurons in the cortex, which are known to fire spikes or
action potentials at rates approaching one every 10 ms. If the
induced current is parallel to the nerve fiber, it can lead to a
greater change in the membrane potential which may excite
the nerve cell [2]. Accurate, temporally discrete delivery of
a time-varying magnetic field within a circumscribed brain
region is critical. At present, the most efficient way to deliver a
time-varying magnetic field within human subjects is through
magnetic coils. Most current technologies are focused on using
either a single loop coil or figure-eight coil, thus limiting TMS
technology to a single brain region and a single time instant.
Although multi-channel TMS designs have been proposed [3],
such systems lack flexibility in their designs. Many individual
coils are used as elements to achieve a “multi-channel effect”
[4]. Attempts have been made towards developing a coil-positioning and holding system that can fix the relative position
between a single coil and skull [5], however there is no system,
to our knowledge, that can fix the position of multiple coils
on the skull. As a result, multi-channel TMS is not currently
available. We are developing a novel TMS system based on
computer-controlled multi-channel reconfigurable coils that
can stimulate multiple sites, separated by no more than a few
centimeters, simultaneously and/or in rapid succession (at a
time-scale of 100 ms or better). With this hardware, researchers
will be able to reproducibly stimulate multiple sites on the
patient’s brain with a spatio-temporal pattern preprogrammed
by the experimenter. Creating a multi channel TMS coil system
that allows for simultaneous or paired (triple, quadruple, etc.)
stimulation on multiple locations without moving the coil
would facilitate how studies are done including improvement
in stimulation blinding, reducing experimental time by avoiding
coil movement to target multiple sites, and improving “virtual
lesion” study designs by disrupting multiple nodes of a cortical
network. It would open the opportunity to do newer studies
such as modulation of cortical network activity by manipulating
in a Hebbian-like manner how distant cortical sites communicate. Also, the device may prove to be more effective in the
treatment of a variety of psychiatric and behavioral disorders
than present TMS technology.
In this paper, we demonstrate the theoretical feasibility of
the device on the basis of computer simulations and bench
experiments.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a wire-mesh coil. On the left it is shown how the coil
conforms to the head. A flattened, and expanded 2-D version of the coil is shown
on the right. The actual spacing between adjacent wires is not drawn to scale.

Fig. 2. Configured loop coils and figure-eight coils of differing size. A: Small
loop coil is configured by setting two pairs of adjacent wires running currents in
opposite direction. B: Large loop coil is configured by setting two-pairs of nonadjacent wires running currents in opposite direction. C: Small figure-eight coil
is configured by setting three adjacent wires running currents in positive–negative–positive directions. D: Large figure-eight coil is configured by setting three
nonadjacent wires running currents in positive–negative–positive directions.

II. DYNAMIC MULTI-CHANNEL COIL
We are developing a wire-mesh coil, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
It is constructed using -directional and -directional wires,
laid relatively close to each other but otherwise electrically
insulated. The
and
directions correspond to the anterior–posterior and mediolateral axes, respectively. By varying
the current direction/strength on each wire, we can configure
this mesh-wire coil into a standard loop coil and figure-eight
coil of varying size. This provides maximum flexibility in that
the location and extent of stimulation on the brain surface can
be modified depending on experimental requirements. The
two top panels in Fig. 2 illustrate two configured loop coils of
different sizes. By selecting current strength
, and setting the current strength to zero on the
other wires, we can configure a small loop in the coil. If, on the
other hand, if we select
,
and zero current flow on the other wires, we will configure a
larger loop than before using the same wire-mesh coil. The
two bottom panels of Fig. 2 illustrate how figure-eight coils
of different sizes can be configured using the same wire-mesh
design.
The proposed wire-mesh coil has the potential to dynamically
alter the pattern of TMS across the expanse of the cortical surface within milliseconds. While we aim for no more than a 100
ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI), the actual ISI could be shorter,
depending on the number and recharge time of the power units
that provide the current pulses. Fig. 3 illustrates the technique
of dynamic TMS by simply switching on/off current in different
wires to achieve various figure-eight coil configurations at different time instances. By pre-storing various on/off current sequences inside a control unit, we can explore the effect of dynamic TMS on behavior, learning, and therapy.

Fig. 3. An illustration of the proposed dynamic procedure using the proposed
, a figure-eight is configured at the top
reconfigurable coil. At time
, a figure-eight coil is configured at the
left corner of coil. At time
, a figure-eight coil is configured
bottom-left corner of the coil. At time
at the midright section of the coil. The time instances T1, T2, and T3 are on the
order of tens of milliseconds.

III. RESULTS
Results obtained through computer simulations and bench
measurements supporting the feasibility of the proposed dynamic TMS device are presented here. In all these experiments
a planar (not head-conformal) version of the wire mesh coil was
used.
A. Simulation Studies
Preliminary simulations have been done to explore the
feasibility of the wire-mesh coil. A wire-mesh coil with a 5
cm spacing between adjacent wires was placed 0.5 cm above
a phantom of 30 cm 30 cm 30 cm. The conductivity of
the phantom was set at 0.1 S/m to approximate the brain’s
conductivity [6], and a unit current of 60 Hz was applied to
the coil. Although TMS is working at much higher frequencies
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(3.5–10 kHz), under the quasi-static assumption, the results
will still be approximately the same. The induced currents were
sampled at a plane 2.5 cm below the coil. This corresponds
roughly to the location of the cortex below the skull, although
in real life some cortical areas will be positioned deeper due to
the convoluted shape of the cortex. Simulation was performed
using a rigorous 3-D impedance method based on a generalized
version presented in [7]. In the impedance method, the phantom
model is first discretized into small cubes (after some experimentation, we obtained convergence for cubes with dimension
5 mm 5 mm 5 mm). Each cube is modeled by an elementary
impedance network and the entire head model is represented
by an end-to-end cubic tessellation. In [7], each cubic element
was modeled as a resistor, accounting for the conductive loss
of the tissue. This is appropriate at low frequencies, however,
as the frequency increases, the dielectric constant introduces an
additional capacitive effect via impedance
. Therefore, we modeled the electrical behavior of each cubic element
by a capacitor and resistor in parallel. At low frequencies, the
capacitors act like open circuits, leading to the purely resistive
network of [7]. The values of the capacitor and the resistor are
determined by the electrical properties of the cubic element.
For example, the resistor value is given by
,
where
, and
represent the dimensions of the cubic
element, and is the conductivity in the cubic element, which
is determined here by the biological tissue residing inside
the element [6]. Similarly,
, with the
permitivity of the tissue inside the cubic element. Connecting
together the equivalent circuit of all the cubic elements leads
to the formation of a complex impedance network [8]. The
simulation starts with obtaining the external magnetic field
generated by the TMS coil and then evaluating the induced
current within the biological tissue. Using this impedance
method, the induced current density (A/m ) generated by the
small loop coil [Fig. 2(A)], and the small figure-eight coil
[Fig. 2(C)] were computed and they are shown in Fig. 4. The
top two plots show the induced current densities generated by
the two configured coils in a plane located 2.5 cm below the
coil. The leftmost bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows the induced
current densities along the direction of the small coil, while
the rightmost bottom panel shows the induced current density
along the diagonal direction when the figure-eight coil was
configured. These results show clearly that the reconfigurable
coil can generate various induced-current patterns inside the
phantom and achieve adequate spatial resolution on the order
of 5 cm, which is comparable to current figure-eight coil resolution [9]. If wires are placed closer together, higher resolution
can be achieved. In the simulation, all currents were normalized
to 1 A to prove the feasibility of the coil’s reconfigurability.
The actual current strength will be large enough to generate a
magnetic field strength of around 1.5–2T near the surface of
the coil and about 0.4T three cm under the coil [9].
B. Bench Experiments
In addition to numerical verifications, experimental investigations have been performed to further validate the proposed
approach using the setup shown in Fig. 5. Grooves 3 mm
wide were cut in a 35 cm 35 cm plywood board. Eight of

Fig. 4. Induced current densities generated by reconfigured small loop coil (A)
and small figure-eight coil (B). The two top figures show the induced current
density in the plane that is 2.5 cm below the coil configuration. The bottom
panels show the induced current densities along the directions indicated by the
arrows below the top panels (i.e., the direction of the configured small loop
coil, and the diagonal direction of configured figure-eight coil).

Fig. 5. The setup for the bench experiments. Shown are the grooved board
containing the figure-eight wire mesh coil, the saline container, and rotary probe
suspended from a computer-controlled gantry.

the grooves ran parallel to each other with a 15 mm spacing
between grooves, and eight similarly-shaped grooves were cut
perpendicular to the first eight. Multi-strand copper wire was
placed in the grooves following the pattern shown in Fig. 2(C)
to form a small figure-eight coil. A plastic container filled
with a saturated solution of pure salt (NaCl) in water was
placed on top of the board to simulate the environment inside
the skull. The figure-eight coil was connected to a Magstim
Rapid stimulator (Magstim, Wales, U.K.) which provided the
current pulses. A rotary loop probe was suspended from a computer-controlled gantry, which allowed for accurate placement
of the probe in the
plane. The voltage generated in the
loop probe is proportional to the change in the magnetic field
generated by the coil. For each position in the
plane, three measurements of the maximum voltage generated
in the probe were taken, and averaged.
Fig. 6 shows the voltage distribution measured 1 cm above the
plane where the coil resides. Two regions with relatively large
voltages, and thus strongly changing magnetic fields, enclosed
by circles in Fig. 6, can be observed.
Presently, due to hardware limitations, we cannot perform direct induced current measurement within a phantom. However,
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Fig. 6. Maximum voltage, proportional to
measured 1 cm above plane
of wire-mesh coil. Straight lines show the location of the wires that make up the
mesh coil, and arrows show the direction of the current through the wires. The
circles denote the areas with high magnetic field.

Fig. 8. Induced current as obtained through simulation with Ansoft Maxwell.
Arrows indicate size and direction of the current. The direction of the current
through the wires is the same, as in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Time derivative of the magnetic field
as obtained through simulation with Ansoft Maxwell. Arrows indicate direction of the current through
the wires.

It is also clear that the results of the bench experiments deviate from the simulations to some degree. Specifically, the amplitudes of the induced currents/magnetic fields are not identical in the two leaves that comprise the figure-eight coil. This
is attributable to several factors. First, the wire-mesh coil was
hardwired, passing a single wire through the groves and looping
around the board where needed. Because the wire-mesh coil is
not centered in the grooved board, the wires looping around the
board affect the leaves of the coil electromagnetically in a nonbalanced manner. Also, a 17 H inductance to provide proper
loading of the Magstim stimulator sits under the board and is
connected in series with the power supply and mesh coil. While
this coil is shielded with a grounded copper plate, the shielding
does not provide a perfect Faraday cage and the loading coil’s
electromagnetic field will have additional distorting effects on
the induced currents/magnetic fields. One should also note that
there are no open wires in this setup.

IV. CONCLUSION
the Ansoft Maxwell software package (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) was used to simulate the (time derivative of
the) magnetic field distribution on the same plane as that of the
measurement (the simulated
is shown in Fig. 7) and the
induced current inside the saline solution (shown in Fig. 8) in
response to a 6000 A current pulse with a 1 ms duration. The current pulse was designed to match a typical pulse used in TMS
system, linearly increasing from 0 to 6000 A in 0.1 ms, staying
at 6000 A between 0.1 and 0.2 ms and linearly decreasing to 0 A
increased over the 0.2 to 1.0 ms interval. The conductivity of the
saline solution was set at 4.8 S/m and the relative permittivity
to 81. Ansoft Maxwell is a program that implements the finite
elements method, and we used 50 000 tetrahedron-shaped elements, distributed over a volume of 10.3 10.3 3 in, covering
the saltwater area, with 20 000 elements contained in a cube of
2.3 2.3 2 in positioned directly over the coil. Fig. 7 shows
a strong correlation between the measurement results presented
in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the simulations presented in Fig. 8 show
that a concentrated electric current is indeed induced under the
coil further validating the feasibility of this novel coil.

The wire-mesh reconfigurable coil proposed here uses an
easy to fabricate 2-D
head-conformal structure and has
the following characteristics.
1) Easy fabrication and design. Our design needs fewer wires
in the mediolateral
and anterior–posterior
directions (16 in our design as compared to 162 in [3]). Optimal design parameters for wire diameter and inter-wire
spacing, which will determine the current-carrying capability and spatial resolution of the wire mesh, can be easily
obtained from current knowledge.
2) Low cost. If there are
wires each in the and directions, at most
current control units (switches) are
required compared to the
control units in [3]. Also,
we will need at most as many current units as sites to be
stimulated provided that the recharge time of the units is
less than the interval between successive stimulations. Current single channel commercially-available repetitive TMS
systems can stimulate up to 30 times/s (33 ms time resolution) with little fall-off in power, thus facilitating the intended 100 ms ISI.
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3) Easy synchronization. In a multi-channel coil design, it is
difficult to synchronize the individual elements so that they
will launch the current at exactly the same time instant.
For the proposed wire-mesh coil, this difficulty is greatly
reduced since only
control units need to be synchronized compared to the
units in [3].
4) Coil rigidity. A problem with multi-channel coils is that
the position of each element needs to be individually controlled, which may lead to relative movement of the different coils. Relative movement among coil elements is
likely to defocus the delivered magnetic field under the coil
and reduce spatial reliability from trial to trial. Our reconfigurable coil can be constructed using a single rigid piece,
eliminating the relative movement among individual wires.
The wire mesh coil as proposed here has its limitations as
well. For example, the current induced by a figure-eight coil
will be perpendicular to the line connecting the centers of the
two leaves of the coil. In case of a conventional, hand-held
coil, the induced current’s direction can be altered by rotating
the coil. In contrast to the conventional figure-eight coil and
the multi-channel device presented in [10], our proposed coil
can produce only four current directions (45 , 135 , 225 , and
315 ) by reversing the current and/or moving the two leaves of
the figure eight from the second and fourth quadrant to the first
and third, respectively. Should none of these (discrete) current
directions be adequate, we may have to resort to a loop coil.
Alternatively, a multi-layered coil could be designed, with additional layers oriented at an angle to the underlying layer(s).
For example, in a dual-layer coil (formed with one layer stacked
over another one), with the second layer oriented 45 to the first,
four additional current directions (0 , 90 , 180 , and 270 ) can
be obtained.
The bench experiments and simulations show that we can
generate focused magnetic fields and induced currents, but there
are also significant fields and currents outside the intended stimulation area arising from the wires feeding the dynamically-configured loop or figure-eight coil. The stray fields will negatively
affect the focalization of the delivery of the induced current.
Also, although these fields are smaller than under the configured
coil, it is unclear what their consequences in terms of hyperpolarization and depolarization of nerve tissue will be. However,
it may be possible to reduce these peripheral fields and currents
using a multi-layer design of the wire mesh coil, with a second
layer configured to selectively enhance or counteract currents in
the first layer.
There is still a lot of work that needs to be done before the
dynamically-reconfigurable coil is ready for use. Several major
issues remain. The first issue is the design of the solid-state
switches needed to allow or restrict the flow of the large current (well above 1000 A) to the wires that make-up the wiremesh coil. Integrated gate-commutated thyristors (IGCTs) can
be used, providing rapid (12 s) turn-off behavior, but they are
rather expensive and we are searching for a more cost-effective
solution.
Another issue is that the coil’s inductance will vary as a function of the wire mesh configuration. Consequently, the stimulus
waveform will change as the coil’s configuration changes. In

fact, the inductance is roughly proportional to the diameter of
the coil (assuming no changes in number of loops, wire diameter, etc.), so these changes could be significant. Depending on
the severity of the problem, we may have to employ a variety of
stimulus generators to maintain waveform stability. However,
if only the location of the coil within the mesh changes, and not
its size or configuration (i.e., loop or figure eight), there should
be no change in inductance.
Last, but not least, is the mutual coupling among coils when
large currents are switched rapidly on or off. When two coils
are close to each other, the current variation in one coil typically leads to a secondary current in the other coil, which will
compromise the spatial resolution of the stimulation. The capacitive coupling can be minimized by grounding the active wires.
The inductive coupling can be minimized by leaving nonactive
wires open, i.e., terminating them with a very large resistance
(
k ). The resistance in regular wires is less than 1 ; therefore, with such a high ratio of resistance (10 000:1), the induced
current on the unused wires will be much lower than in the active coil, and the mutual coupling will be negligible.
The wire mesh design proposed here makes it also possible
to avoid using coils at all; as pointed out to us during the review
phase of this manuscript, two orthogonal current-carrying wires
that cross each other would generate an induced current with
magnitude of
as compared to a single wire. The resulting
induced current would be more focused than one generated by
a figure-eight or loop coil.
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